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         Inter:  Grandfather, I am going to ask you how the treaties 
         were started.  
          
         Robert:  These long ago treaties that they are talking about 
         all different things that are giving us trouble nowadays.  
         These new things that they're bringing up.  I don't think that 
         it's right.  Our forefathers made good deals with the white.  
         Like this land, how much they paid, the Queen had said her 
         Indian people were to be able to make a living on it.  That's 
         what the Indians were depending, on the money their land was 
         paid with the old chief.  The hunting and trapping was not 
         bought off them, just land for farming.  They weren't asked for 
         that. I often hear that the old people were making good living 
         and could see better times ahead.  The Indians never lied 
         especially the old people.  What he heard is what he told.  
         They were thinking ahead of their grandchildren that they would 
         pass on the stories.  This land is yours and it will belong to 
         you. 
          
         Mineral rights will be yours, they were told.  All the game 
         would remain theirs to live on. That's what they lived on, all 
         the wild game.  The Indians didn't give these away, they used 
         them for themselves.  I'm not going to give you this stick, 
         this rock or these branches.  The people are supposed to think 



         about this they were there for a purpose to be used, they don't 
         amount to much but they're there to be used.  When you talk 
         about it there's a lot there.  This rock, I didn't give it to 
         you.  When you act like a white man, when you speak English, 
         you're talking around.  That's when it's spoken in Indian when 
         you speak, this rock I didn't give you, Indians can live from 
         these things.  I'm telling you in Cree to make you understand.  
         The grass I didn't give you.  So you'll understand that's why 
         I'm telling you.  Indians ate everything they grew.  Our 
         grandfathers said, "no this water and things in this water I 
         don't give to you," they said.  And from this water people 
         lived; since time people have survived on water.  This water 
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         they drank and they felt better. It seems somehow as if they 
         were being reborn again.  The moisture from the water and 
         things seemed to grow better. From this saying I don't give
         this.  This is big talk.  Fish and all other kinds of fish 
         people ate, the Indians didn't play with fish neither did they 
         sell it. They either set nets or used fishing poles.  It didn't 
         matter how many fish they got, they shared it with one another. 
         They did not sell fish. 
          
         Ou
         treaties. Another things, from long ago, people survived on the 
         buffalo.  From the hides of the buffalo he made clothing for 
         himself, moccasins, blankets and the skins were used to make 
         his tipi.  For this it seems the white man went after the 
         buffalo, they tried to exterminate them. Our buffalo, the w
          

n said, that is why we signed treaties.  The white man stole          ma
         the buffalo for his own use and tried to kill them all. 
          

r grandfathers liked the white man and their priests l         Ou
         ago. The Indians wanted to live in harmony with the white man
         in this land. The reason they signed treaties is because they 
         trusted the white man too much, they didn't know them too well.
         They didn't know that they were sneaky and deceitful and 
         stealers. Even today the white man is still the same way, 
         Indians nowadays have the education to understand their boo
         and ways.  Our grandfathers knew how to talk for themselves 
         long time ago. They thought the younger generation could do t
         same. You will never see any of the Indian ways written down.  
         They never wrote down the treaties.  Who was the first to sign 
         the treaties?  Who give away our lands?  Who gave away our 

ers         game?  Who gave away our timber?  At that time our grandfath
         could not hold a pencil let alone to sign an X on the treaties. 
         True, there is an X on the treaties, but it was the white man 
         who put it there.  The white man cheated the people, the poor 
         people, the Indian people.  Our grandfathers did not know that 
         at the time.  They led the Indian people astray. We can't say 
         that all our grandfathers signed the treaties.  The white man 
         hold the reins to stop us, we have to consult them first when 
         we want to do something.  If it is okay with the white man's 
         ways.  They think that the Indians cannot do anything for 
         himself.  This land that they took from us, it is ours by 
         rights?  Everything that they make from the minerals is our
         They stole it. Nowadays they contempt us. They try to fine and 
         judge us. They treat us mean, it seems they take away our 



         clothing and footwear and cast us out in the world naked. It is 
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ter:  Grandfather, have you heard anything of the Indian 

bert:  They said we have the rights to do these things.  

         true we were first naked but then we had the things then to 
         make clothing for ourselves. Money, nowadays is the means; it
         owns us like the white man.  Our grandfathers were free and 
         didn't have to worry about it, in their time.  There is lots of 
         us Indians but it is hard for us to try and understand and to 
         try and communicate with each other.  We learn the English 
         language that is what gets us, we think white instead of 
         Indian.  That is all for now, there is lots of us. We elde
         should pass our ways to the young people, but then it is still
         hard for us to understand each other.  The only way would be 
         for us is to talk and think Indian instead of the English way.
         That is all for now, I would like to say hello to all and to 
         say that all have better times ahead and to extinguish the 
         problems that bother us nowadays. 
          
         Inter: Grandfather, I like to thank you, for telling us of the 
         treaties and long ago.  We will ask you again to talk to us. 
          
         Inter: Grandfather, I would like you to talk to us again. 
          
          
         Robert:  When our grandfathers signed the white man's treaties 
         they were told they could have any part of the land for 
         reserves for themselves and they were not to sell it.  Yo
         have one white man living on the reserve, he will be the Indian 
         agent.  He will make deals for you, and if you want anything, 
         you see him, he will send a letter to Ottawa for you.  You will
         police your own lands. You will also have someone to teach you 
         how to grow things and how to cultivate your lands. In those 
         days only your hands were used.  If the Indians got ahead for 
         themselves, it was good.  You will be given livestock for your 
         own use, to try and make a living for yourself. 
          

 is our own fault we did not understand the wa         It
         enough. One other thing about this land, is the Indian shou
         have known how to put this thing together.  They put us on this
         reservation to keep us in.  In those days things were good for 
         the lands and people.  White and Indians got along together 
         they worked side by side. Today the Indians would be rich in 
         his own way. If they let them work side by side and learn 
         things from the white man.  The Indians could have done thi
         nowadays, if they let them learn these things in those days.  
         The Indian Affairs were scared of the Indian to get ahead; they
         still are today.  When a person does things for himself, then 
         nobody owns him.  That is why the Indian Affairs look into the 
         affairs of what the Indian does today.  I have to observe all 
         these things even though I don't have the education.  From the 
         outside I have learned about the white man.  That is why I know 
         them. 
          
         In
         Affairs about our fishing, hunting and trapping rights? 
          
         Ro
         Hunting, fishing and trapping are yours.  The old ones say 
         these aren't given away. 



          
         NOTE:  Interview continues, Robert Smallboy repeats what he had 
         said before, therefore, not taken down from this point. 
          
         (End of Interview)     
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